ACE PILOT TRAINING
Flight Instruction / Aircraft Rentals
!

600!Hayden Circle
Allentown, PA 18109
610-264-1105!

Commercial Pilot! Certificate Single Engine- fixed gear/retractable (FAR Part 61)
Prerequsites: Private Pilot License, Instrument Rating (optional)
Private pilots without an instrument rating will have limitations placed on their Commercial Pilot Certificate unless they obtain an
! and class of aircraft listed on their Commercial Pilot Certificate.
Instrument Rating in the same category
Requirements:
250 Hours of Flight time which must include:
100 hours in a powered aircraft of which 50 must be in an airplane
100 hours of pilot in command (PIC) time which must include 50 hours in an airplane and 50 hours
of cross country time of which 10 hours must be in an airplane
10 hours of instrument training of which 5 hours must be in a single engine airplane
10 hours of training in a retractable gear airplane
2 hour dual cross country flight (daytime) of 100nm or more from original departure point
2 hour dual cross country flight (nighttime) of 100nm or more from original departure point
1 cross country flight as PIC of not less than 300nm total distance (one leg must be 250nm) with landings at 3 points
5 hours of night flight VFR conditions with 10 takeoffs and landings at a towered airport
3 hours in a single engine airplane with instructor in preparation for the practical test
10 hours of solo flight time in a single engine airplane OR 10 hours of flight time performing the duties of PIC in a single engine
airplane with an instructor
Please note: The pricing below reflects training in both a fixed gear and retractable gear airplane.

	
  

Non Flying Costs

C152/M20C

C172/PA28/M20C

Course Books

150.00

150.00

FAA Knowledge Test

150.00

150.00

1,060.00

1,855.00

Training Costs
10

Hours Aircraft Rental (fixed gear)

10

Hours Instructor Time

550.00

550.00

5

Hours Aircraft Rental (retractable gear)

927.50

927.50

5

Hours Instructor Time

275.00

275.00

5

Hours Classroom Brief/De-Brief

275.00

275.00

1.5

Practical Test - Aircraft Rental (fixed gear)

159.00

190.80

1

Practical Test - Aircraft Rental (retractable gear)

185.50

185.50

1

Average Examiner's Fee

400.00

400.00

4,132.00

4,958.80

Total Cost (Based on 15 Hours of Flight Training):

